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NEWSLETTER  
 

SPECIAL ED 
In Support Students have made a great start to the term. All students have returned fresh from holidays 
with a positive attitude and are ready to finish the year with a bang. 
 
Students are continuing to enjoy working in Wood Technology with Mr Thompson and Mr Wharton. 
Students have started the term with a new project to make models of Semi-trailers, using some newly 
learnt skills.  
 
The boys are also looking forward to joining with Mr Dunn and working on the Bush tucker garden this 
term and also into the New Year. Students are enjoying being outside and working with their hands to 
create a special space in our school. 
 
Students in both classes have enjoyed studying Volcanoes in Geography and have completed some 
awesome model volcanoes and research on the types of Volcanoes to a very high standard.   
This term in Science both classes are enjoying researching the different systems in the human body. All 
students have participated in creating a life size poster of the human body systems to display in the 
classroom. 
 
M Morison 
 
PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 
Following the release of the first part of the new school funding model that will roll out over the next 
couple of years, it was pleasing to see our school benefit from an increase in funding. This financial 
resource is provided to the school to support learning and is the result of a funding formula that more 
accurately reflects the needs of individual students. In net terms our school will be approximately  
$80 000 in front based on the current funding model. As a result there are a whole range of additional 
initiatives under consideration including but not limited to further support for our High Achieving 
Program for students with special gifts and talents, the introduction of mathletics – a web based 
interactive maths tutorial program available to all students from home, resilience programs, boys 

education initiatives and of course 
further focuses on literacy and 
numeracy. Obviously there is a limit 
to what is possible but it is exciting 
to develop and implement additional 
initiatives that previously would not 
have been possible.  
 

 
The second half of the Year 7 2014 Two Day Transition 
Program concluded last week with lots of positive feedback. 
The leaders and I were extremely impressed again with the 
exceptional Year 9 Peer Support Mentors for their maturity and 
care of our newest students. Seeing them grow into their leadership roles reaffirmed again my belief 
that Orange High is so lucky to have such stand out compassionate and thoughtful young leaders.   

31st October, 2013 :  Week B 
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Preparations for our 2014 Year 7 and 9 High Achieving Classes for students with special gifts and talents is well underway with a 
school gifted and talented linkage has been established with Ryde Secondary College and professional learning for staff has been 
organised. An information evening for parents and children accepted into these classes has been organised for the 26th November.   If 
you are a parent of one of these children please mark this date in your diary. All parents will be sent a personal invitation shortly.  
 
David Lloyd, Principal  
 
ASSESSMENTS DUE – WEEK 5 
Year 7: English (speaking task) – HSIE Geog (exam) – HSIE Hist (exam) – Japanese (exam) – Mathematics (exam) – Music (exam, 
course work) – PDHPE (post – you are what you eat) – Science  
(exam) – Tech Mand, Ag (practical) – Tech Mand, Home Ec (practical skills) – Tech Mand, IA (practical) 
Year 8: English (persuasive writing task) – English (exam) – HSIE Geog (exam) – HSIE History (exam) – Japanese (exam) – 
Mathematics (exam) – PDHPE (Pract – road safety & first aid), Science (test) – Tech Mand, Ag (prac) – Tech Mand, Home Ec 
(practical) -  Tech Mand, IA (practical) 
Year 9: Agriculture (exam), English (exam),Engineering (exam) Maths 5.1, 5.2, 5.3  (exam), Textiles (exam), Child St (exam), Food 
Tech (exam), Aust Geography (exam), Aust History (exam), Science (knowledge test), Drama (film), Vis Art (process diary), 
Graphics Tech (exam), IST (test), Japanese (exam), Metals (test), Power Tech (test), Science (test), Wood (test) 
Year 10: English (exam), Maths 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 (exam), Aust History (exam), Aust Geography (exam), Science (knowledge test). Wood 
Tech (major project & folio), Agriculture (test), Child St (test), Engineering Tech (test), Food Tech (test),  I & ST (test), Marine St 
(test), Metals (test), Vis Arts (test) 
 

YEAR 7 2014 INFORMATION EVENING 
 

Wednesday 13th November, 2013 
Orange High School Performing Arts Centre 
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Article #50  Make it Interesting 
(This article was prepared for Year 12 students by Michael 
Auden.  It is an extract from resources available from 
www.HSCin2013.com ) 
 
Make it Interesting 

1. Be aware of attitudes.  
People who think history is boring tend to have 
difficulty remembering history.  People who believe 
maths is difficult tend to have difficulty recalling, 
mathematical formulas.  All of us can forget 
information that contradicts our opinions. 
 
This is not the same as fighting your attitudes or 
struggling to give them up.  Simply acknowledge them.  
Notice them.  Your awareness can deflate an attitude 
that is blocking your memory. 
 
One way to befriend a self-defeating attitude about a 
subject is to relate it to something you are interested in.  
For example, consider a person who is fanatical about 
cars. 
 

She can rebuild a motor in a weekend and considers that 
a good time. From this apparently specialized interest, 
she can explore a wide realm of knowledge. She can 
relate the workings of an engine to principles of physics, 
maths, and chemistry.  Computerised parts in newer cars 
lead her to data processing.  She can study how cars 
have changed our cities and helped create suburbs, a 
topic that includes urban planning, sociology, business, 
economics, psychology, and history. 

 

We remember what we find interesting.  If you think a 
subject is boring, remember that everything is related to 
everything else.  Look for connections. 

Bonus Section 
Article #51  Use it before you lose it 
(This article was prepared for Year 12 students by Michael 
Auden.  It is an extract from resources available from 
www.HSCin2013.com ) 

 
Even information stored in long-term memory becomes 
difficult to recall if we don’t use it regularly.  The pathways 
to the information in our brains becomes faint with disuse.  
For example, you can probably remember your current 
phone number.  What was your phone number 10 years 
ago?  

This points to a powerful memory technique.  To remember 
something, access it a lot.  Read it, write it, speak it, listen 
to it, apply it – find some way to make contact with the 
material regularly.  Each time you do so, you widen the 
neural pathway to the material and make it easier to recall 
the next time. 

Another way to contact the material is to teach it.  Teaching 
demands mastery.  When you explain the function of the 
pancreas to a fellow student, you discover quickly whether 
you really understand the pancreas. 

Study groups are especially effective because they put you 
on stage.  The friendly pressure of knowing you’ll teach the 
group helps to focus your attention. 
Article #52  And remember, you never forget 
(This article was prepared for Year 12 students by Michael 
Auden.  It is an extract from resources available from 
www.HSCin2013.com ) 
 
And remember, you never forget 
You might not believe that an idea or thought never leaves 
your memory.  That’s OK.  In fact, it doesn’t matter 
whether you agree with the idea or not.  It can work for you 
anyway. 

Test the concept.  Adopt an attitude that says, “I never 
forget anything.  I may have difficulty recalling something 
from my memory, but I never really forget it.  All I have to 
do is find where I stored it.”  

Many people use the flip side of this technique and get the 
opposite results.  “I never remember anything,” they say 
over and over again.  “I’ve always had a poor memory.  I’m 
such a scatterbrain.”  That kind of negative self-talk is self-
fulfilling. 

An alternative is to speak more positively, or at least more 
accurately.  Instead of saying, “I don’t remember,” you can 
say, “It will come to me.”  The later statement implies that 
the information you want is stored in your mind and that 
you can retrieve it … just not right now. 

We can also use affirmations that support us as we develop 
our memories.  Possibilities include “I recall information 
easily and accurately” and “My memory serves me well.”  
Or even “I never forget!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.hscin2013.com/
http://www.hscin2013.com/
http://www.hscin2013.com/
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